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Introduction

Scrap monitoring at border checkpoints with non-UE Countries began in Italy in 1993. For a certain

period of time, controls were performed by institutional organizations such as national health and firemen

services. It soon became apparent that the amount of time required for manual inspection combined with

the great number of vehicles to be monitored were considerably burdening the efficiency and prompt

service. In 1996, the custom authority was given the possibility of entrusting controls to a "qualified expert

in radioactive protection", as defined by the Italian legislation. In a rather short time, almost everywhere,

controls were transferred to private institutions. Currently, scrap monitoring at terrestrial border

checkpoints and important harbors is done by the experts or by trained personnel. At some places the

service has to be operational 24 hours a day and every day of the year. This requires a high level of

organization and only the private solution permits maintaining costs at a reasonable level.

The paper decides some important aspects deriving from this choice and makes some suggestions

on how the experiences already acquired can be used when more sophisticated automatic monitoring

systems are eventually be installed at government border checkpoints.

Training of personnel

At the beginning, the monitoring measurements were performed by the qualified experts

themselves. This had been necessary to better understand the relevance of the phenomenon and to test and

adapt the various available instruments which were usually not much suited for this kind of use. Contrary

to what happens with institutional organisations, private qualified experts provided themselves very soon

with handy, efficient and well designed radiation monitors. They shall have the necessary sensitivity to

detect in short times even small increases from background radiation, not suffer water and moisture and

allow the monitoring of the whole vehicle outer surface.

Given the great number of vehicles to inspect and the constant engagement, qualified experts could

not bear the charge alone and were forced to train some collaborators to help with

measuring operations. Because of the great responsibility, these persons have usually been chosen among

expert technicians, in order to give them a quite deep specific preparation and to guarantee a better analysis

competence.
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The first result was a conspicuous increase of the number of detected sources, due to the better

instrumentation as well as to a better personnel training. This was absolutely not well accepted both by

scrap suppliers and railway personnel, as one could easily imagine, but later both positions changed quite

substantially, as we will see.

The training of personnel by the qualified experts produced, as secondary result, a good written

documentation, inclusive, among other things, of measuring protocols, testing of instrumentation,

background evaluation, handling of false alarms and basic information about radiation and radioprotection.

The trained technicians and the experts themselves, working close to railway personnel, could carry on

useful dialogues with them, stimulating their interest and giving them information about radiation and the

associated risks. After some months all the railway personnel lost his negative attitude. In some cases

meetings were organised together with the local health authorities, to inform working people about the

situation, in particular after major sources findings.

Foreign scrap suppliers assistance

Scrap suppliers reacted very soon to the increased number of disallowed vehicles. At first they

contacted the qualified experts trying to make them change their certifications; later, when it was clear that,

given the normative in force in Italy, this way was unfeasible, some of them begun to ask for assistance

and proposed to monitor the scrap at the origin with their own internal and not qualified personnel. It

immediately appeared that monitoring procedures performed at the place of origin were, if done, of poor

efficacy. This was mainly due to three factors: i) not adequate instruments, ii) not trained personnel, iii)

great variability of background levels due to the great number of loading places.

The best solution was to assist them in selecting the adequate instrumentation and to organise short

courses for their personnel in charge. This was done in some cases and it is to

believe that it concurred to the drastic reduction of the number of sources detected on railway wagons.

Unfortunately, the same did not happen with suppliers exporting scrap mainly by trucks who have not

realised, until now, the importance of an accurate control at the origin, with the result that the percentage

of sources finding for this type of transport is around 5%, against the 0.05% now typical for railway

wagons.
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In some cases vehicles containing high intensity sources (>100 uGy/h on vehicle surface) were

travelling with radiation inspection forms certifying the absence of radioactivity. Police authorities of the

Country of origin should be informed of these facts to clarify if some illicit procedure had taken place.

Computerised database

From May 1996, information concerning all the railway wagons controlled at the Gorizia station

(Italian-Slovenian border) have been stored in a computerised database (see Figures 1,2,3). Available

information are (Figure 4):

• sender;

• addressee;

• type of load;

• wagon number;

• background dose rate (|iGy/h +/- 2 s.d.);

• maximum measured dose rate (uGy/h);

• date of the control;

• a service flag;

• information about source position;

• a field for comments.

This database, now (December 1998) containing about 32.500 records, has showed itself to be very

useful for detecting repeated source findings on the same wagon, in some cases due to an internal

contamination of the vehicle, in others to the attempt to send back to Italy a rejected load.

To take note of strange behaviours (like a detector rate much lower than background or others

oddities), allows us to check our measurements against those eventually performed at the entrance of the

re-melting plants and having positive result. Until now we had only one case of a source found on a wagon

that had passed our control: in that case (1996) it was caused by an instrument fault.

Besides internal use, the database has often been consulted by custom and police agents, providing
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at any moment an updated description of the traffic behaviour. It has been with the help of this data that

we have been able to understand that the Co contamination of wagon doors was restricted to a single type

of vehicles. Later it has been found that this was the result of the accidental melting of a cobalt source in

a steel plant in Czechoslovakia in 1990.

Databases are very useful to keep record of even minor details that could be very important when

trying to reconstruct the general picture of an event. Nothing should be undervalued.

Suggestions for the future

Most likely, in the near future, automatic monitoring systems will be installed at border points, at

least in Italy. After some years of manual scrap monitoring, and giving also the experience acquired

managing the installation of "portals" for some re-melting plants in north-east Italy, we can give some

suggestions to the authorities which will have to take decisions on this matter.

1 - people information and willingness - people are very sensitive about radiation, and it is very common

to find opposite attitudes like extreme fear or nonchalance, the last often due to a kind of fatalism. The way

an expert or a technician present themselves to workers and to inquiring citizens is very important to create

a collaborative environment to allows controls to be performed in the proper way, making these to be

considered useful for the whole community and not only a timewasting bother. To assign the management

of automatic systems to non-expert, bad trained and not motivated personnel, can lead to the lowering of

attention toward the problem, with the

possibility, under pressure of other components, to bypass procedures: a fault that no control system can

detect!

The first suggestion is a careful choice of the personnel also from the attitudinal point of view.

2 - necessity of a quick answer to not simple problems - radiation monitoring seems to be a very simple

task in the light of the great performances offered by today detection instruments. Indeed radiation physics

is extremely complex and the detection of a source can give origin to many questions quite difficult to

answer even for a physicist. Most probably acceptance level will be expressed in terms of specific

contamination (becquerel per kilogram), while detection systems provide measurements in terms of counts
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per seconds. Very likely the finding of a source would also require systematic on field gamma spectrometry.

Even if thresholds will be defined - in whatever units it will be - to take decisions for situations close to

the limits will always be very critical (a suggestion could be the one in Figure 5). Experience on the field

teaches us that strange behaviours are not so uncommon.

The second suggestion is to give personnel a very good training, teaching them also how to make

controls manually. The support of an expert physicist should always be available in a very short time.

3 - organisation of the database - portal systems don't automatically record information about measured

vehicles. Until vehicles would not be endowed with an electronic identifying system containing all the

information now included in the travelling document, we should manually insert these information into

archives. This is not a waste of time. The access to data regarding all checkpoints will certainly provide

precious information to local and international custom, police and health services. Using internet protocols

would allow each interested organisation to make real time controls over a great number of entering points

without the necessity of dedicated networks and software.

Even if most of this is still "up to come", the third suggestion is to associate each monitoring

checkpoint with a local electronic database.

4 - international collaboration - sometimes we are requested to control materials in transit through our

Country and it may happen that we allow or reject lots that could have a different fate in the Country of

destination. This can be due to differences in operational standards, in methods of evaluation, in calibration

routines, in background levels adopted by the various European countries or border controls.

We would like to support a periodical exchange and update of information on standardisation of

methods of detection, of levels of attention and alarm, of statistics among the people in charge of UE and

non-UE Countries.

Conclusions

The involvement, in Italy, of private subjects for radiation scrap monitoring at border checkpoints

lead to the development of a great attention toward this task from the so called "qualified experts in

radioprotection". These, for the most part laureate physicists, have now acquired a great experience in the
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field, not only making measurements, but also acting as an "interface" between citizens and the institutions

and devoting great efforts in personnel training, people information and dealers' assistance. Our opinion

is that all the work done and the experience maturated until now shall be used if and when the installation

of automatic monitoring systems will take place. Beyond this it is necessary that national and international

institutions create not only a well designed radiation monitors structure but also an efficient network for

the direct access to information stored at any checkpoint.
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Figure 1 - Traffic behaviour and percentage of rejected vehicles from May 1996 until December 1998
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Figure 2 - Measured dose rate (jiGy/h) on rejected vehicles during 1997
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Figure 3 - Measured dose rate (|iGy/h) on rejected vehicles during 1998
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Arch. Comp. Modo DB Formati Script Finestre Aiuto 9:07

s Schedesröttami

| ROTTAMIDIFERROEDACCIAIO

Non ioräinatf: | ̂ gs ACC.BËRTQLf SAFAÜÎ isc BuKtifizé-'PozzuoI i^éiMMtl^-.'^S^^.M-'-.^^^^i^'^^^

Record: ; : • ! |FERSPEDLjubljana-Slovenis
9 "• :

I ®No OSi ®No OSi

: : . • • " : •:' j : : : : r - • / ' H ' : - • . : : • " : • • • . : : ! • : ; . : . : ; : / : ; • : ; : : : : • ; . : : : ; : ; : •

El läcalisäato : : • distribmto ö büateial« : summe taqö
Däiffusö .;;Ji ;HiwgQÎ^!MQbilabiale asinomjetrico

Süa.B: Fermi. 18, 3^070Tumaoo (GO)

ControUato mediante dosimetro RadAlert 1201

Figure 4 - An example page from our database
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SUGGESTION OF A PROCEDURE FOR THE MANAGING OF
RADIOACTIVE SOURCES FOUND [NSIDE VEHICLES

vehicle monitoring
at border checkpoints

the vehicle is forwarded
with prescriptions

to its final destination

unloading of the scrap
and research for the
radioactive source

clearance of the
radioactive source

emergency procedures

back to sender

Limit A must assure that the transit of the vehicle
doesn't represent a danger for people.
Limit B is set to assure that vehicle with potentially
dangerous dose rate could not keep on traveling
without precautions.

Possible choices could be 0.25 uGy/h for limit A
and 250 uGy/h for limit B. both measured on he
vehicle surface.

Figure 5
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